Workshop 10 – Periurban Parks

Nature is back! How do we effectively involve other sectors to bring nature back to our cities?
Workshop # 10 – Periurban Parks

A: Involving different admin.
Brussels – Mainstreaming Nature into other administrative sectors
Roselyne de Lestrange

B: Involving Business
Milano – Nature is Back!
How to involve business companies.
Silvia Argentiero

C: Involving People
Wales - From grey to green – Working with people and nature to regenerate the Tre Cwm housing estate
Matt Stowe
What innovative tools/methodology are available in your country for mainstreaming Nature into other regulation?

- Open a new window and paste the link that the facilitator will put in the chat. You should see a similar page at this one.
- Please don't forget to add your name and city when you write your answer.
- You can use different colours, when writing a sticky note.
- You can use as many as Post-its as you like. 1 for each idea.
- Feel free to ask questions to the facilitator.